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ABSTRACT 
We show that Cff(Q) and C~(T) are not linearly homeomorphic, thus answering a question of 
van Mill. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [vM], van Mil l  showed that if X is a countable metric space which is not 
local ly compact  then Cp(T) is homeomorph ic  to the space 
here 
l}={xel2:xi=O for all but finitely many i}. 
As  a consequence, if X and Y are countable, non- local ly  compact  metric spaces 
then Cp(X) is homeomorph ic  to C;(Y). The homeomorph isms are very 
non- l inear  however,  so van Mill  raised the question whether l inear homeo-  
morphisms exist between such function spaces. We show that in general this 
is not  the case, in effect we show that C ; (Q)  and Cff(T) are not l inearly 
homeomorph ic .  
1 This work was done during the author's visit to the Vrije Universiteit (Amsterdam) in 1987. He 
is pleased to thank the Department of Mathematics for generous hospitality and support. 
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NOTATION 
For a topological space X we let C*(X) (C~(X)) denote the vector space of 
all real-valued bounded continuous functions on X, endowed with the topology 
of uniform (pointwise) convergence. 
The space T, see [vM], has N x N U {~,} as its underlying set. The points 
in N x N are isolated and the basic neighborhoods of ~ are {m:m>_n} x 
xNU{~} (n e N). 
As always, Q and N denote the sets of rational and real numbers, re- 
spectively. 
We use E -  F to denote that the topological vector spaces E and F are linearly 
homeomorphic, i.e. there is a linear map J :  E-+F which is also a homeo- 
morphism. 
THE MAIN RESULT 
This section is devoted to proving the following 
THEOREM. C;(Q) 4- C; (T) .  
To begin, put Ep= { fe  C~(T) : f (~)=0} and Fp= C;(Q). We use E and F 
to denote the corresponding spaces with the norm topology. 
It is easy to verify 
CLAIM 1. Ep-EpX[R-C ; (T ) .  
We now assume that J:Ep-~Fp is a linear homeomorphism. Note that the 
graph of J is closed in Ep x Fp and hence in E x F. An appeal to the Closed 
Graph Theorem now gives us that 
CLAIM 2. J:E--*Fis also a linear homeomorphism. 
Compare [E, p. 115]. 
Let B E and B e be the unit balls of E and F respectively. By claim 2 there is 
a positive number K such that 
(*) J(Be) c_ K. BF and J -  I(BF) C_ K. B E . 
Put T '= T \ { ~ } and for A c_ T' let ZA denote its characteristic function and 
let h A =J(ZA). For te  T' we write Zt and ht for Zlt} and hit}. Observe that for 
finite A ___ T', 
)CA = ~ Zt and h A = ~ h t . 
l~A t~A 
Also for q ~ Q we put C(q)= {t~ T':ht(q):~0}. 
CLAIM 3. For every q e Q, C(q) is finite. 
If not then take q~Q with C(q) infinite and fix an infinite set {t n : n ~ M} in 
C(q). For n ~ N define 
1 
gn- htn(q) Zt," 
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One readily sees that gn~O in Ep. But J(gn)(q)= 1 for all n so that J(gn) does 
not converge to 0 in Fp. This is a contradiction. 
Next we define a function b : ©--, ~ by 
b(q)= ~ lht(q)l = ~, tht(q)l. 
t~T" t~C(q) 
CLAIM 4. b is a bounded function. 
For qe© let C+(q)={t~T:ht (q )>O } and C- (q )={teT :ht (q )<0 }. 
Then by (*), 
~, ht(q) = h c + (q)(q) <_ K 
t~C+(q) 
and 
so that 
E 
teC-(q) 
ht(q) = hc-(q)(q) >_ - K; 
b(q) = E hi(q) - E ht(q) < 2K. 
teC+(q) tEC-(q) 
We conclude that b is bounded by 2K. 
We will now derive a contradiction by showing that b is also unbounded. 
To this end consider for a finite set P c__ T', the family 
,At'p={ E atXt : la t l<-g for teP}  = I-I [ -g ,  g lx  II {0}. 
teP  tEP t~T\P  
Jgp is a compact subset of E, hence J (dlp) is a compact subset of F and 
therefore quicontinuous. This gives us 
CLAIM 5. If q e ©, P __ T' is finite and e > 0 are given then there is a neighbor- 
hood U(q, P, e) of q such that whenever fe J (~p)  and re  U(q, P, e) then 
I f (q)  - f ( r ) l  < e. 
Now let qoe © be arbitrary. Put P0 = C(qo) and U0 = U(qo, Po,~). Given 
qi, Pi and Ui, pick qi + 1 ~ Ui \ { qy : j-< i }. Put Pi + 1 = Pi U C(qi + 1 ) and Ui + 1 = 
=UiNU(q i+l ,  Pi+l,-~). Let neN be arbitrary and take g~B s such that 
g(q i )=( -1 )  i (i<_n). Then J - I (g )eK .BE  so 
j - l (g )= ~ atX. t 
tET' 
for some at~[ -K ,  K] (re T') (in fact at= J - l (g)(t)) .  
Consider qn" For i < n, 
g(qi) = ~ o~tht(qi) 
tUP i 
because C(qi) c_ Pi. Also 
I ~ ~tht(qn) - ~ °tth,(qi)[<-£ 
tePi tEPi 
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because qn E U(qi, pi, +). Hence (if we let Pi- I = 0) 
I c wwn)l = I c elm&) - c f&M,)l>+* 
teP,\P,-I IEPi fEP,-, 
Hence 
so that 
WI,) = c I~,(al)l~ c $ *wAJ > & -(n+ 1). lEP” 1EP” I 1 
This shows that b is unbounded. 
REMARK. The topological equivalence of the spaces C,(X), where X is any 
countable metric space which is not locally compact, has been established 
recently in [BdGvMP]. It turned out that the spaces C,(T) and C,(Q) are not 
linearly homeomorphic either ([BdGvMP]), however the above strategy does 
not work in that case. However, it works e.g. if T is replaced by a countable 
non-locally compact metric space A4 with MC”) = 0 for some new. 
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